
Prices: 
 

Ticket on the Night: £3 
 
Semester Membership: £10 
 
 
 

Boogie Nights (1997) 
Tue 12th January, Teviot Study, 19:30 
Dir: Paul Thomas Anderson. Stars: Mark Wahlberg, Julianne Moore, Don Cheadle (ENG) 
 

The film that put Anderson on the map, Boogie Nights alternates between comedy and trage-
dy, with perfect attention to period detail, while telling an entrancing story about one of Amer-
ica’s great business achievements of the 1970s - pornography. 
 

Mad Max: Fury Road (2015) 
Sun 17th January, Teviot Debating Hall, 19:30 
Dir: George Miller. Stars: Tom Hardy, Charlize Theron, Nicholas Hoult (ENG) 
 

Winner of The National Board of Review’s Best Film of 2015, Fury Road is a post-apocalyptic 
joy ride of carnage that is driven by a very human heart at its core. It’s visceral, it’s exhaust-
ing, it’s moving; in short, it’s George Miller’s masterpiece.  
 

Dear White People 
Tue 19th January, Teviot Study, 19:30 
Dir: Justin Simien. Stars: Effie Brown, Ann Le, Julia Lebedev (ENG) 
 

One of those rare films that manages to deal with serious subject matter with astonishing hu-
mour. Justin Simien attacks racism in America with a fantastic wit, executed brilliantly by a 
talented cast. An absolute must see. 
 

Cartel Land (2015) 
Sun 24th January, Pleasance Theatre, 19:30 
Dir: Matthew Heineman (ENG/ESP) 
 

A documentary focusing on two vigilantes, one on each side of the US-Mexico border, who de-
clare war on the drug cartels. A nail-biting, intense examination what is right in a place where 
right has ceased to matter amidst such unspeakable violence. 
 

Me and Earl and the Dying Girl (2015) 
Tue 26th January, Teviot Study, 19:30 
Dir: Alfonso Gomez-Rejon. Stars: Thomas Mann, Olivia Cooke, RJ Cyler (ENG) 
 

A teenage boy tries to make a film for a dying girl. A film that shows the realities of dealing 
with illness through the eyes of an emotionally immature young man while never shying away 
from its subject matter. Will cause you to laugh a lot and cry a lot. 
 

Enter the Void (2010) 
Sun 31st January, Teviot Debating Hall, 19:30 
Dir: Gaspar Noé. Stars: Nathaniel Brown, Paz de la Huerta, Cyril Roy (ENG) 
 

We watch from the protagonist’s viewpoint as he takes drugs, dies, experiences the afterlife 
and is reincarnated, all depicted in breath-taking psychedelic imagery, inspired by ancient 
Buddhist literature and the chemical DMT. A sensory experience like no other.  
 

A Girl Walks Home Alone at Night (2014) 
Tue 2nd February, Teviot Study, 19:30 
Dir: Ana Lily Amirpour. Stars: Sheila Vand, Arash Marandi (PER) 
 

In a desolate Iranian city, a young woman stalks the streets at night, driven by a hunger that 
needs to be filled. She meets a young man whose family is torn apart. What ensues is a meet-
ing that is both strange and charming in a black and white tale dripping with style. 
 

Macbeth (2015) 
Sun 7th February, Teviot Debating Hall, 19:30 
Dir: Justin Kurzel. Stars: Michael Fassbender, Marion Cottilard, Paddy Considine (ENG) 
 

Jurzel takes every aspect of the play to eleven, before blowing out the amp. Nerve shredding, 
violent, devastatingly beautiful, terrifyingly acted, obsessively directed; Macbeth is without 
doubt one of the best films of the year. 
 

Slow West (2015) 
Tue 9th February, Teviot Study, 19:30 
Dir: John MacLean. Stars: Kodi Smit-McPhee, Michael Fassbender (ENG) 
 

Something new for one of film’s oldest genres. A philosophical, sometimes hilarious, often sad 
picture of about a Scottish boy’s journey across the Wild West in search of a girl he thinks he 
loves. Features a special Q&A session with the director afterwards! 
 

Spy (2015) 
Sun 14th February, Teviot Debating Hall, 19:30 
Dir: Paul Feig. Stars: Melissa McCarthy, Jason Statham, Jude Law (ENG) 
 
 

McCarthy plays a clever but deskbound CIA analyst who becomes key in foiling a nuclear 
threat. A talented cast and a hilarious story make this a triumph, yet Statham’s character de-
serves special mention for his comedic presence. See it for him if nothing else. 
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Battleship Potemkin (1925) 
Tue 16th February, Teviot Study, 19:30 
Dir: S.M Eisenstein. Stars: Aleksandr Antonov, Vladimir Barksy (RUS) 
 

A dramatized retelling of the 1905 mutiny onboard the Russian battleship 'Potemkin' and the 
massacre that followed. Arguably Sergei Eisenstein's greatest work and a fundamental land-
mark of cinema.  
 

Stranger by the Lake (2013) 
Sun 21st February, Teviot Debating Hall, 19:30 
Dir: Alain Guiraudie. Stars: Pierre Deladonchamps, Christophe Paou (FRA) 
 

An exquisitely shot masterpiece telling the story of the passionate and potentially ruinous love 
affair between lonely Frank and a man he knows is a murderer. It is as frighting and thought-
provoking as it is beautiful and erotic: a film which defies genre and is all the better for it.  
 

The Iron Giant (1999) 
Tue 23rd February, Teviot Study, 19:30 
Dir: Brad Bird. Stars: Eli Marienthal, Vin Diesel, Jennifer Aniston (ENG) 
 

“What if a gun had a soul?” This is the question asked in a story set during the height of 
America’s Cold War paranoia, when a young boy in Maine stumbles upon an Iron Giant from 
outer space. Arguably one of the greatest hand-drawn animated films of all time.  
 

12 Angry Men (1957) 
Sun 28th February, Teviot Debating Hall, 19:30 
Dir: Sidney Lumet. Stars: Henry Fonda, Lee J Cobb, Ed Begley (ENG) 
 

One man tries to convince his fellow jurors of a young boy's innocence in the murder of his 
father in this landmark depiction of the concept of reasonable doubt. A landmark drama al-
most exclusively shot in one set. 
 

Thelma and Louise 
Tue 1st March, Teviot Study, 19:30 
Dir: Ridley Scott. Stars: Susan Sarandon, Geena Davis, Harvey Keitel (ENG) 
 

This feminist road thriller perfectly blends politics and thrills, with the story of two women 
who drive across the Southwest while pursued by police. Scott’s lively direction and the two 
leads’  sparkling chemistry make the film feel like a prototype to Mad Max: Fury Road. 
 

Dr Strangelove (1964) 
Sun 6th March, Teviot Debating Hall, 19:30 
Dir: Stanley Kubrick. Stars: Peter Sellers, George C Scott (ENG) 
 

A zany comedy about nuclear Armageddon from one of cinema’s best loved directors; a film 
which is a proudly odd duck. Featuring some truly, hilariously weird acting, an endlessly quot-
able script, and the perfect composition and framing which Stanley Kubrick was famous for. 
 

The Fisher King (1991) 
Tue 8th March, Teviot Study, 19:30 
Dir: Terry Gilliam. Stars: Robin Williams, Jeff Bridges (ENG) 
 

A suicidal former shock jock meets an insane homeless man on a quest for the Holy Grail and 
the perfect love that accompanies. Achingly tragic, heart breakingly beautiful, and a great ad-
venture - not to mention one of the best films ever made about mental illness. 
 

Battle Royale (2001) 
Sun 13th March, Teviot Debating Hall, 19:30 
Dir: Kinji Fukasaku. Stars: Tatsuya Fujiwara, Aki Maeda, Tarô Yamamoto (JAP) 
 

A dystopian Japanese government pits school kids  against each-other until only one is left, 
spilling secrets as well as blood. An imperious cult classic and the inspiration for the Hunger 
Games,  nothing is against the rules in this phenomenal example of action cinema. 
 

Breathless (1960) 
Tue 15th March, Teviot Study, 19:30 
Dir: Jean-Luc Godard. Stars: Jean-Paul Belmondo, Jean Seberg (FRA) 
 

A small time thief running from the law holds up with his American Girlfriend in Paris. Expertly 
shot, directed, acted, and effortlessly suave. Possibly bears the most responsibility for the 
craft of modern film, especially due to its funny, thoughtful and slickly cool script. 
 

L.A Confidential (1997) 
Sun 20th March, Teviot Debating Hall, 19:30 
Dir: Curtis Hanson. Stars: Russel Crowe, Kevin Spacey, Guy Pearce (ENG) 
 

Following the one honest cop I n a corrupt precinct in 1950s LA as he works with two other 
cops; one’s a sleaze and the other doesn’t play by the rules. Funny, good looking and clever; 
everything a classic noir detective movie should be 
 

Ain’t Them Bodies Saints (2013) 
Tue 22nd March, Teviot Study, 19:30 
Dir: David Lowery. Stars: Casey Affleck, Rooney Mara, Ben Foster (ENG) 
 

David Lowery's debut is as touching a love story as you are likely to see this side of Casablan-
ca. Features superb performances from Casey Affleck and Rooney Mara alongside Lowery's 
poetic writing and Daniel Hart's fantastic musical score. 
 

Inside Out 
Sun 27th March, Teviot Debating Hall, 19:30 
Dir: Pete Doctor. Stars: Amy Poehler, Phyllis Smith, Bill Hader (ENG) 
 

One of Pixar’s greatest works.  A young girl struggles with moving house and we see it 
through the eyes of her emotions. May be a kids film but this is takes an incredibly interesting 
look at how we process feelings, especially as we grow up. You will cry. A lot. 


